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Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of 

hunter-gatherer-fisher societies 
Friday 1st July 2022: 11.00-13.00. 

Room: B.109 

Chair: Benjamin Elliott (University of the Highlands and Islands); Seren Griffiths (Manchester 

Metropolitan University) 

Email: benjamin.elliott@uhi.ac.uk; seren.griffiths@mmu.ac.uk   

Abstract: Time is a pressing matter within hunter-gatherer studies. The emerging application of 

Bayesian modelling to scientific chronologies continues to reframe our understanding of hunter-

gatherer-fisher archaeology. These exciting developments provide the capacity to “break open” 

histories of individual hunter-gatherer sites and illuminate the character of human activity in striking 

chronological resolution. It is now not uncommon for archaeologists to speak of practices which 

persist at a generational or sub-generational timescale, when previously these would be defined at 

half-millenia. Alongside this, indigenous critiques of linear conceptions of time gather momentum, 

supported by broader movements aiming to unpick the colonial underpinnings of the knowledge 

archaeologists and anthropologists generate, including the concept of ‘prehistory’ itself. At the other 

end of the chronological continuum, anthropological approaches that record and analyse time 

allocated to specific activities within hunter-gatherer-fisher societies continue to play a foundational 

role. This immediacy complements the intimate chronologies produced by more forensic approaches 

to archaeological materials and technologies. 

This session will bring together varied perspectives on these ‘time dimensions’ within the ISHGR 

community, inviting contributions from archaeologists, anthropologists and community members 

who critically consider time, history and chronology within hunter-gatherer-fisher societies. It seeks 

to ask: 

- How can we characterise the different ways in which time is measured and understood within 

studies of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies? 

- How do these different approaches to these ‘time dimensions’ articulate in theory and 

practice? 

- Is it possible or desirable to overcome the apparent divisions between our varying approaches 

to time within hunter-gatherer-fisher studies - and if so, to what ends? 

Keywords: Time, Chronology, Dating, Temporality      
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Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

A Different Form of Time, A Different Kind of People: critical reflections on the 
shifting chronologies of the British Mesolithic 
Authors: Ben Elliott (University of the Highlands and Islands) benjamin.elliott@uhi.ac.uk; Seren 

Griffiths (Manchester Metropolitan University) seren.griffiths@mmu.ac.uk  

 

Abstract: A recurrent challenge for the conceptualisation of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies within 

Europe has been an appreciation of chronological scale. Failure to recognise this challenge often leads 

to the presentation of these societies as either blurred, timeless groups, essentialised by their 

subsistence strategies, or in terms of the tangible immediacy of material culture signatures - in 

sequences of making, or in wonder at the nature of exceptional finds. However, neither of these 

approaches to chronology provide effective narrative structures for thinking about European hunter-

gatherer-fishers in ways which are neither generic blandishments, nor revealment in immediate 

materiality. In this paper we will reflect upon recent developments in the chronological structuring of 

the British Mesolithic (Conneller 2021), brought about by a combination of methodological 

advancements and newly excavated datasets. This new framework highlights our previous struggles 

in moving beyond the longue duree/momentary binary, past the smearing of behavioural evidence in 

the characterisation of the British Early/Late Mesolithics, and away from the “flip-switch” of transition 

traditionally over-emphasised within archaeological periodisations. Instead, our analysis focuses on 

the people of the Final Mesolithic; societies defined by particular types of microlith production, which 

persisted for c.50 generations throughout the 5th and early 4th millennia BC, and encompassed 

substantial dynamism in terms of subsistence strategies, settlement patterns, material cultures and 

articulation of self. Through a consideration of the British Final Mesolithic, we suggest that critical 

consideration of social process and knowledge curation is critical for thinking about relationships 

between people, places, ecologies and things, beyond the immediate and the timeless. 

Keywords: Mesolithic, chronology, periodisation, categorisation 

 

Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

Re-defining the chronological narrative of the earliest appearance of 
domesticated animals in the Dutch wetlands: high-resolution (Bayesian) 
chronology of Hardinxveld-Giessendam Mesolithic sites 
Authors: Merita Dreshaj (Groningen Institute of Archaeology, Centre for Isotope Research Groningen, 

the Netherlands) m.dreshaj@rug.nl; Michael Dee m.w.dee@rug.nl; Daan Raemaekers 

d.c.m.raemaekers@rug.nl; Hans Peeters j.h.m.peeters@rug.nl;  

 

Abstract: Hardinxveld-Giessendam de Bruin and Polderweg, one of the most famous and best-

preserved Mesolithic sites in the Netherlands, feature evidence of subsistence novelties such as 
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pottery production, imported sheep/goat species, possible dairy production as well as small size boar 

akin to domestic pigs. Notwithstanding the lack of evidence of animal husbandry, these sites are 

crucial to the study of early domestication processes and the onset of Neolithisation in the Dutch 

wetlands. In spite of their significance, legacy radiocarbon data from these sites suffer from common 

challenges such as the freshwater reservoir effect, context misplacement, and the 'old wood effect’. 

To mitigate the risk of an erroneous chronological interpretation, we dated 30 terrestrial herbivores 

sampled from unambiguous anthropogenic layers and combined the results with the trustworthy 

legacy dates in Bayesian models. This enabled us to correct the chronological narrative of these sites 

and establish more precise time ranges for the emergence of these subsistence novelties, which are 

now, according to our results, contemporaneous with the other sites in the region that produced 

similar patterns. 

Keywords: Hunter-gatherer, Bayesian chronology, Radiocarbon, Dutch wetlands 

 
Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

Dwelling in the past 
Authors: Marianne Skandfer (The Arctic University Museum - UiT - The Arctic University of Norway) 

marianne.skandfer@uit.no; Kenneth Webb Berg Vollan () kenneth.w.vollan@uit.no  

 

Abstract: In northern Fennoscandia a well-established rule-of-thumb is that coastal settlement was 

shore bound and situated approximately 3-5 meters above the contemporary sea level. Due to post-

glacial land rise dwellings were established at gradually lower elevations over time. This makes it 

possible to estimate relative but also – although with low resolution – reliable absolute dates for Stone 

Age sites and dwelling structures. Growing numbers and more accurate ranges in radiocarbon dates, 

combined with Bayesian modelling of multiple radiocarbon dates from the same dwellings reveal, 

however, that Late Stone Age house pits in northernmost Norway typically had multiple use-phases, 

spanning millennia. The new results indicate with high time accuracy that although house pits were 

presumably shore bound when first established, they were typically reused with gradually further 

distance to the shore. At the same time new plots were established close to the seashore. This new 

insight has dramatic implications for the understanding of settlement history and population 

estimates. A different matter is how older dwelling pits were conceived by new generations. In 

northernmost Norway the house pit use-phase largely covers the long period of producing polished 

slate tools. In addition to the dwelling structures themselves, remains from older phases of this 

technology were still embedded in them. We should assume that new settlers experienced and 

recognized remnants of earlier occupation as structures and objects of antiquity. We explore here 

how this could have been one of the reasons for the repeated use of older house-pits. 

Keywords: Bayesian modelling, Stone Age, house pit, reuse 

 
Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies   

Time-space synaesthesia: alternative ways of experiencing time 
Authors: Annemieke Milks (University of Reading Department of Archaeology) 

annemieke.milks@gmail.com  

 

Abstract: Time is experienced and conceptualised differently cross-culturally, and not always linearly. 

This talk will explore the phenomenon of time-space synaesthesia, a type of synaesthesia that is 

thought to be experienced by around 2% of the Western populations amongst whom it has been 

researched, with a strong indication of heritability. Time-space synaesthetes ‘see’ time as mapped 
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onto space, and often report experiencing a year as a cyclical, or ‘hula hoop’ shape in the space 

surrounding or near their bodies. Time-space synaesthesia may also correlate with enhanced memory 

of both past and future events. In this talk I will take a personal approach by sharing my experience, 

and those of my immediate female family members who also experience time-space synaesthesia and 

how this shows that even within cultures, people experience time in myriad ways. I will also review 

some of the current theories about the evolutionary implications of synaesthesia. Amongst oral 

hunter-gatherer societies, time-space synaesthetes could hypothetically have held special roles as 

holders of memory and trackers of time. 

Keywords: Time in Space; Seasonality; Synaesthesia 

 
Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

Climate change, lunar phase-locked hunting, and our speciation 
Authors: Ian Watts (University College London) ochrewatts@hotmail.com  

 

Abstract: Our African speciation is broadly placed between a little over 300 ka and ~150 ka. While not 

morphologically diagnostic, brain-size increase continued over this period. This implies selective 

pressures on females trying to meet increased maternal energy budget costs during speciation; they 

needed to harness more energy from male labour. In low-latitudes, the pinchpoint on mothers and 

recently weened children will be the late dry-season, when carbohydrates are scarce and animals are 

fat depleted. The penultimate glacial (190-130 ka) would have tended to exacerbate the problem. Two 

interlinked behavioural adaptations might be expected – concerning female reproductive strategies 

and hunting techniques. Focussing on the second, it is proposed that dry-season nocturnal ambush 

hunting by waterholes, during the second quarter of a waxing moon, became a significant strategy 

during our speciation. Ethnographically, this is the most productive form of carcass acquisition among 

the Hadza, with less quantified but supportive evidence from southern Africa. Explanatory factors are 

high encounter rates and the relatively short ranges. Technological constraints on projectile range 

would have been significantly greater before bow-and-arrow technology (~70 ka). A variety of datasets 

are reviewed in a preliminary assessment as to the plausibility of the hypothesis and the proposed 

timing. This assessment suggests that annual periods of scarcity were transformed into periods of food 

security. 

Keywords: Dry-season, waterholes, projectiles, fat, lunarchy 

 
Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

Temporality of southern African hunter-gatherer rock paintings 
Authors: David Pearce (University of Witwatersrand) David.Pearce@wits.ac.za  

 

Abstract: Hunter-gatherer rock art in the Maloti-Drakensberg mountains of South Africa and Lesotho 

is prolific, detailed and beautiful. It has been extensively studied for many decades and a reasonable 

understanding of the meaning of the art has been established. Until recently, however, the age and 

chronology of the art has been unknown. Work over the past decade to directly date paintings has 

given an indication of the age of the art in the region. The details of the dates, however, are beginning 

to help reframe our understanding of how hunter-gatherers were painting and using sites over long 

periods of time. What were thought to be single or short-term events now appear to have been spread 

out over hundreds of years. Despite image production being spread over long time periods, the images 

themselves look remarkably similar. This stands in contradiction to Western art historical notions of 

changing styles through time. In contrast to stylistic conservatism, paint composition does appear to 
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change through time. Whilst none of these observations challenge existing understandings of the 

meaning of the art, they do open-up better understandings of the histories of individual sites and 

challenge notions of the temporality of the art. 

Keywords: Southern Africa; rock art; chronology; dating 

 

Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

The time of creation in northwest Australia 
Authors: Ben Silverstein (Australian National University) ben.silverstein@anu.edu.au  

 

Abstract: Multiple knowledge systems purport to provide a sense of understanding of the deep past. 

Consequently, different narrations of deep history emerge in relation, often in tension. Can they be 

reconciled, or are they persistently incommensurable? In this paper I seek to explore these questions 

by considering an articulation of deep history presented by Yawuru storytellers from Broome in north-

western Australia. 

Yawuru Country has been the subject of extensive research by archaeologists, linguists, 

anthropologists, and others. As a result, Yawuru people are familiar both with the multiplicity of 

knowledges of the past and with demands to translate their knowledge into forms legible to outsiders. 

Yawuru-led research and storytelling, then, sits in conversation with these other knowledges, as an 

engaged and enduring critique. 

In this paper I will consider stories of creation and of recent appearances of creation beings to 

articulate a sense of time or historicity—an encultured way of narrating and conceiving the past—

through which deep time emerges as an eventful temporality; a temporality punctured by events 

which condense meaning and may be points of transformation, but which may also emerge as points 

or articulations of continuity, connection, and law. 

Keywords: story Aboriginal Indigenous time 

 
Hunting Time: Chronology, temporality and time within the study of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies  

In the distance a dog barked…why refine chronologiocal units in archaeology? 
Authors: Tim Murray (University of Melbourne) tim.murray@unimelb.edu.au  

 

Abstract: In this short contribution I ask (and sketch an answer) to a deceptively simple question: how 

should archaeologists reconcile the difference between our capacity to measure time and our capacity 

to make sense of it? 

For some time now we have been getting used to the notion that archaeological records (as time-

transgrssive phenomena) might pose significant challenges to the corpus of archaeological theory we 

routinely deploy. In this paper I will promote the idea that these challenges are positive and that they 

need to be embraces as inspirations for new stories , rather than to be controlled for in the defence 

of existing narratives. 

Keywords: Chronology, archaeology, narrative 

 

 


